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Sfermiller ssumes helm
by Mike Isbell'
Jerry Ostermiller, newly ap-
pointed chairman of the Broad-
cast Board, accepted the pos-
ition in hopes that his exper--
ience last year as a member of
the board will aid his decisions
about the direction of KBSU this
year
"I spent a .lot of time in
Oregon this year, and they're
further along than Boise Valley.
I really got spoiled by their
educational programming and
their music sclcction. In
Boise the only thing you get on
the radio is "Top 40". I want to
make whatever contribution I
can to music radio in Boise.
Ostermiller docs not want to
revolutionize KBSU overnight.
What he does want to do is to
introduce over a period of time
different types of programming
and updated equipment to the
college radio station.
"Eventually KBSU is going t~'
be thcnumber one station
in Idaho. We've only been on
the air a handful of months, and
we've already got some of the
best radio music programming
in the valley. We have to
increase our range. Right now
we're operating on only ten
watts. We have to increase our
power so that more people can
pick es up. We're competing
with bigger stations, some with
50,000 watts of power. .
Ostermiller also mentioned
f.•····.····~····:'\J-
cold-drill
accepts
material
The cold drill, award- w inning
BS U. literary magazine; is'
.accepting manuscript submis-
sions until December l'Sth.
Poems, plays, stories and
artworkfor this year's issue arc
chosen by the unanimous vote of
four editors. The place to submit
is LA-228. the. English Depart-
ment office: All submissions
must include name, address and
phone number and should not
be sale existing copies, 'as they
cannot be returned. Accepted
authors and artists will be
notified by mid-January.
Thanksgiving'
library hours
The BSU Library H01ll9 for
Thanksgiving VacatIon are:
Thursaday November 24 closed
Friday November 25 ,9 am-S pm
Saturday November269 am-S
pm .
Saturday November 26 9 arn-S
pm
Sunday November 27 2 pm-to
pm
that the station has staffing
problems. Except for a few
service award positions.
he noted. the . entire
staff, including the disc jockeys,
is entirely volunteer, receiving
no monetary compensation'
whatsoever.' He believes,
however, that finances arc only
"We've only
been on the
air a handful
of months..."
one way of reinforcement. He
stated that there are other ways
of making the staff feel useful,
and to make the job rewarding.
"Ten watts barely covers
Boise valley. 'If a person has
state of fhe art equipment and
knows how to install even a
simple antenna, reception of
KBSU is pretty easy, provided
they make the most of .their
equipment. FM is a relatively
limited media. Reception is line
of sight. If you're anywhere you
can see the cross on top of Table
Rock, you should be able to
t....··~: ..:i,a
.'
receive KBSU. Ultimately we'd
like to go to a thousand watt
transmitter.' ,
Reports were circulating last.
year that there was a great deal
of friction between the broad-
cast board and the staff at
KBSU. Ostermiller was asked if
he got along with Dave Schwartz
and Rob Campbell.
"I think I get along with
everyonethere. Those people
have been carrying the burden
.;_~ __summer long. Friction .is a
problem in any organization
where you have people that arc
all concerned about the project
they're working on and they all
have ideas about what's the best
way to go about it. The thing
we're trying to amplify on is not
the competition about who can
get the job done, but how we
can cooperate and work together
as a team. We have come up
with complementary ideas and
creative input from both fac-
tions."
The duties of the board have
been ill defined in the past, or
at least ill .understood.
Ostermiller was asked what he
thought the duties of the
Broadcast board were.
"Senate Act 14 spells out what
. the legal responsibilities of the
Broadcast Board are. Legally
the broadcast board has quite a
bit of area in which to work.
We're supposed to ensure the
BSU voice prof
elected -to national
opera board
,!"ilJiam Taylor, Professor of
Voice and Director of the BSU
Opera Theater and Summer
Music Theater in the Depart-
ment of Music. has been elected
to the national Board of
Directors at the recent annual
convention of the National
Opera Association held on the
campus of Indiana University in
Bloomington, Indiana. '
Taylor was also appointed to a
committee to develop accredit-
ation standards-for University
Opera theater programs. with
committee members Natalie
Limonick (Opera-director, Univ-
ersity of Southern California),
and Robert Murray (Opera
Director at Florida State Univer-
sity. Tallahassee. Florida).
Vo~Tech offers new
mechanical training'
Boise State's School of
Vocationai Technical Education
announces a .new training,
program in mechanical. plant
maintenan,cebeginningSpring'
semester, 1978.
The program', to be offered in
the earlyaftemoons and even-
ings. in order to meet the needs
of. working students .will offer
laboratory experiericeand"prac-
tical' theory; . It includes craft
related mathematics, basic elec-
tricity, blueprint reading, hy-
draulics. welding, trouble shoot-
lngand safety. _
Also; beginning at the Spring
semester are courses in indus-
triil! 'plant maintenance; parts
counterperson, drafting, office
occupations and food service:
. Those. iriterested in registra-
tion infonnation should calI the
BSUScltool of Vocational
Technical. Education at
385·1431.
educational, and cultural pro-
gramming aspects of KBSU.
W'e interview and recommend a
Program Director and other
positions. More importantly,
we try to handle monetary
problems, act as a laison
between ASBSU and KBSU,
and try to facilitatecommunica-
" 'd lik...we ··1 e
to go to a
thousand watt
transm itter."
tion between all of the univer-
sity, faculty and students. and
the radio station."
Ostermiller was asked what
he' thought 'adequate educa-
tional programming would con-
sist of. He replied that he didn't -
know ifthere was such athing
as adequate educational pro·
grammimg.
"What we'd like to do is not
have only the best entertained,
audience in Boise, but also the
best informed."
Ostermiller wants to maxi-
mize its' potential as being a
f ard
vehicle of communication to the
entire community of the Boise
valley and "make people aware
of some of the opportunities that
arc unique to KBSU." '
There has been a great deal of
controversy about the usc of the
word "progressive" as applied
to the music broadcast by
KBSU. Ostermiller was asked
for his definition of the term.
"Everyone has a diffcrent.
mental image of what they
perceive progressiverockto be.
Hight now we're in the process
of distributing a survey. Music
is sOlllething that relates to a
person's tastes and preferences
and for that reason' it has
emotional content. What we
want to do is to cultivate in our
listeners an appreciation for all
kinds of music. Its a touchy
subject, buf with the input from
. the survey. I think it's one we're
working out."
KBSU has been-in existence
since .June according to Oster-
miller. He believes that the
radio station has done a very
professional job of maintaining
the radio station since its
introduction to the Boise air-
waves. He believes there arc
very few problems with the
material prograrnmcd o« KBSU,
and he believes that is a tribute
to the ~adio station's staff.
"It's a real tribute to how
hard, everyone has worked."
"
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Important Notice To .Vets
All veterans who plan to enroll
for academic credit in a short
course, weekend seminar, block
course or any other class that
has a time format different from
the 'regular semester duration,
should know that the VA will
count those credits for educa-
tional benefit purposes only for
the actual days of class duration
and not for the whole semester.
Example: for the Spring
Semester a veteran enrolls for
twelve credits of course work
that ineludes a one credit
two-day workshop to be held in
April. He expects to receive VA
educational benefits as a full-
time student for the semester.
The VA will pay him full-time
only for thc two-days that he
actually attends the workshop
and he will be paid on a JI. time
basis for the entire semester
because the VA will consider
him enrolled for only 11 credit
hours of course work of
full-semester duration.
For furtherclarification, please
call Bob Garrecht, BSU VA
Coordinator (385-1679) or the
Graduate Dean, K.M. Hollen-
baugh (385-3647) or the Boise
VA Office (345-7433).
ACLU Meeting
Any students interested in
discussing the direction of the
American Civil Liberties Union
'(ACLU) in Idaho arc encouraged
to attcnd a meeting for this
organization on November 29 at
7:00 pm in the Teton Room
located in the SUB. Officers will
be elected during this time.
SIGI Computer to Aid Students
In Career Decisions
(CPS) -- A computer that helps
students choose classes and
careers has worked out just
dandy, reports the Educational
Testing Service, designers of
the system.
Based on the findings of a
two-year filed test and evaluat-
ion of SIGI (System of Interact-
ive Guidance and Information)
at six colleges. ETS researchers
found that SfGldoes what it was
designed to do .-- "enable
individuals, working through
computers, to make informed
and rational decisions about
career goals and college courses
of instruction that will be
needed to achieve those goals.
Students say SIGI is easy to
work with; They feed informat-
ion about their own values,
interests. perceptions, abilities.
preferences and plans' into the
computer by way of a keyboard.
SIGI responds on a cathode-ray
tube with information and other
assistance in career decision-
making.
During this interaction, the
student considers such' major
questions as what satisfactions
he may want from .an occupa-
tion, and what occupations fit
these demands. He also evalu-
ates his chances of success in
preparing for any occupation he
chooses, and plans steps to take
in entering that 'occupation.
-
Idaho's Tomorrow
to hold Convention
This one h~ndred dollar check from Easy Valley Corvettes Is only
one of many donations given to MSTI in Boise State's name. Other
donations have amounted to a total of' well over $1400. Jerry
Bridges, ASBSU Director of Public Rclutlens, accepts the check
from Hick Junge. [photo by Patti Quong]
tion and tabled a resolution that
would have endorsed the
creation of a university-wide
homecoming committee with a
student and a faculty member
acting as co-chairpeople for the
event. The Homecoming resolu-
tion will be on the agenda again
during the November 22 meet-
ing.
Penelope Constantikcs was
nominated and confirmed for a
student-at-Iarge position on the
Student Policy Board.' Student"
Affairs Vice-president Dr. David
Taylor, chairs the Board.
Election Board chairperson,
Linda Schmunck notified the
Senate, via correspondence,
that the annual' BSP Lobby
, Survey ,guestions will be prepar.'
cd by November 29. The survey
is done to determine what the
interests of BSU students
involve. Having that inforrna-
tion, the'BSU Lobby will be able
to work more effectively for the
students during the up-coming
legislative session. The actual
poll-taking will be done in
selected classrooms during the
week of December'S. Currently,
theB'Sl) Lobby is looking for a
lobby director for' the coming
year.
In President Hoffman's weekly
report, he mentioned that Arts
If you're concerned about
what's in Idaho's future, you'll
want to attend the meeting set
for November 22 to start
organizing a convention for
Boise entitled Idaho's Tornor- ,
row.
The convention, set tentatively
for the spring, will offer
students an opportunity to meet
other concerned students, learn
about our stale's pressing
environmcntal and urban prob-
lems. and voice their opinions as
to the direction they would like
to sec Idaho take in the future.
'111e organizntional meeting is
set 'for 7:00 at Boise State
University in the Teton Room of
the Student Union Building, All
those interested arc invited to
attend.
Senate Approves Senate Bill
by Diane Barr
The ASB Senate gave final
approval to Senate Bill, # 1
during the course of its
November IS meeting.
TIle bill, if signed by ASB
President Mike Hoffman,will
require both, the out-going
president and Senate to prepare
a suggested budget for the next
fiscal year . The. president's'
budget would then be presented
to the group of people elected to
serve in the Senate during .the
following year. The in-coming
president would' receive the
budget prepared by the Senate.
The lJiII was drawn up with the
intent to provide some type of
fiscal continuity for the ASB
instead of requiring each new
administration and Senate to
start, from scratch when allocat-
ing funds. Such allocations are
usually completed by the end of
-April of each year, while the
new fiscal year doesn't start
until July 1 of that same year.
The final vote on the measure
was twelve for and four against.
Those dissenting were Senators
David Hamerquist, Larry John-
son, Jim Marshall and Teri
Stancik.
In other business, the- Senate
postponed consideration of the
Campus Girls ~cout Constitu-
We at Molenaar's
.- wish you a safe
and happy holiday
1
and Sciences Dea'n Keppler was
soliciting suggestions from stu-
dents. faculty, and staff for thc
recommendation list that will be
forwarded to the library on-
campus in an effort to acquire
new-texts that will expand and
reinforce courses offered by the
School of Arts and Sciences.
Hoffman also noted that
Continuing Education chief.
William Jensen, will be initiat-
i!1g classes in the do~ritown
area for those persons desiring
some sort of course during the
noon hour. Jensen's office 'will
also "'be .establishing regional
service centers in selected
locations around the Boise area.
The National Endowment for
the Humanities has set up a
"Youth Grant" program that
gives undergraduate students a
chance to initiate research
programs, films or some' other
type of project. The' "Youth
Grant" then supplies anywhere
from $2500 to$10,ooO to finance
the, endeavor. According to
Hoffman, the final deadline for
project proposal' submission is
April 15. More information on
the program can be obtained by
calling the ASB office.
Public Relations Director, Jer-
ry Bridges, gave his monthly
report to the Seri'ate. He noted
that he now has a full staff and
that each of' these,' people is
working on some projects of
their own whilc the entire
department is collaborating on
some larger endeavors. Bridges
also thanked the Senate for its.
help during the MSTI campaign
and mentioned that he woulc
like to give, the United Way
people $400 from his depart'
mentin Hie name of the ASB.
Senate meetings arc 'held each
Tuesday during the course of
the semester at -3:30 in the
Senate Chambers on the Second
floor' of the Student Union
Building. All meetings are open
to "the public and, student
attendance is greatly' appreciat-
ed. ' '
Pat
Choose From
Our Selection of
Diamond Jewelry Watches
Earrings Pendants
and much more 1207 BROADWAY
ONE OF YOUR "STUDENT BUYING' POWER CARD"
REPRESENTATIVES;... 2 BLOCKS -SOUTH OF BRONCO
STADIUM
Rick
Jewelers
Idahoans will get their first
chance to see "Headlines Idaho
Remembers" ·today when the
book goes on display in the
lobbies of many local banks. The
unique book is a collection of
newspaper stories, ads and
photographs of local, state,
national and international ev-
ents from the 1860s to the
present -- as they appeared in
Idaho newspapers. It has been
assembled by volunteers with
proceeds from sale of the book
to go to restoration of the
_.Bishops' House; an -1890s
mansion that now belongs to the
Idaho Historical Society. Banks
throughout the state arc assist-
ingwith promotion and distrib-
ution of the book, which will be
available after December I
(advance orders_arc being taken
by many banks). It also call be
ordered by sending a check for
$10 plus $1 postage and
handling to: Headlines Idaho
Remembers, Idaho Historical
Society, 610 North Julia Davis
by ,TIm Scharff
You want to take some college
classes, but you work full-time'
in a downtown office. Night
school is a possibility, but you
really don't want to take that
'much,time from your family.
Now the professor will take the
- class to you--via Project "Noon-
er," a new continuing education
program that will offer courses
for credit in downtown Boise
during the lunch hour.
Classes ranging from business
subjects to history and foreign
languages will meet in down-
town office buildings beginning
the springsemester.
Continuing. Education director
~i11 Jensen expects the program
to appeal -to ,everyone from
secretaries to business cxecu-
tives-vpeople who want to
upgrade their skills off-campus.
"We're getting an excellent
response from the faculty,"
says Jensen, who is lining up
"dynamic professors" willing to
Drive, Boise, 83706.
The book was printed by
,Albertson's Printing Depart-
ment with layout and production
by Gail Ward. The cover design,
reproduced here, was donated
by 'Pete Wilson. One of the
unusual features of the book is
that people can order photo-
graphic enlargements (suitable
for framing) of favorite ads or
stories. Information about this is
on the last page. The Bishops'
House-volunteers hope sale of
the book and this offer will solve
some Christmas gift problems
while raising money for the
house's restoration. Items from
the entire Idaho area have been
included in the book.
TIle Friends of the Bishops'
House, 'Inc. is a non-profit
historic preservation group and
donations arc tax-deductible.
Thank you for your help. For
further information, please con-
tact nie: Romaine Galey Hon,
140 Main, Boise, 83702, Phone
343-1309.
By Andy DesUet
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Communication Department
Plans Reorganization
accept the challenge of off-
campus teaching.
BSU -will offer eight to ten
topics in the noon 'hour classes.
Each class must have a
minimum enrollment of twelve'
students,
Those persons taking continu-
ing education courses in Payette,
Emmett, or Caldwell, will be
able to register early at a
Regional _Service .Center this
spring.
The Center will operate out of
local libraries, which will also
serve as the focal point for
classes. Each town will have a
specific registration day (and
evening) for students to come
in, sign up, and buy their books.
BSU continuing education
courses arc offered in more than
twenty-five communities in
southwest Idaho, with total
enrollment of over 1200' stu-
dents.
For further information, call
the Continuing Education office
at .385-3293.
During a recent interview
with Mr. David Rayborn, an
instructor in the Communication
Department, and a member of
the faculty and student commit-
tee, the Arbiter was shown the
light on the department's
reorganization plan.
Rayborn. says of the plan, "We
feel in many respects, particu-
larly in our discipline that we
would like to collapse our
courses into pretty ,much a
mini-course kind of thing.
Where a student would sign up
for a six hour block commit-
ment, but that class might meet
all six hours in one day;" He
stated the department would .«:
trying to gel away Irom the
Monday, Wedncsday, and Fri-
day cln s....'scheduling.
Rayborn went on to say, "For
many years wc have been
praying to the Holy Cow of
Schcduling.: that classes must
meet on Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday or, in our case,
Tuesday and Thursday."
An example of Rayborn's idea
would be a speech class, under
the present day system, meet-
ing three days a week; however.
under the mini-course system,
that same class might meet
three hours one day, enabling
that class to sit .in on some civic
club's speech, such as the Lions
or some other club around the
Boise area.
Another example Rayborn
gave, was that' a class of
Parliamentary Procedure, under
the present day system.. would
not justify a. whole semestcr..
Rayborn asserts that 'this same
sclass would be perfect for a six
or eight week mini-course. "
- Another feature of- this
program would be that Commu-
nication majors would be able to
get together each month for
w.hat Rayborn calls "a commit-
tee block of time, or a committee
idea." This cornmittee idea
would enable students to share
different ideas in each field of
study. Take, for example, a
debate team; they would hold a
live debate for communication
majors, or the photo journalism
"Headlines Idaho Remembers"
Noon Classes
to be Offered Downtown
ART SUPPLIES from
Grumbacher
'Winsor-Newton
Permanent' Pigments,
Conte '
Speedball
X-Acto
Liquitex
Cresent
Pickett
Luxo
Fredrix
Sculpture House,
Koh-i-noor
D'Arches
r'
820 Jefferson'
Phone 3113-2S64
Monday-Saturday
. 9am-5':30pm3719 ClevelQnd*Nampa-Caldwell BIv~.
. ,
majors might deseribe the
different facts within their own
field. "This would offer the
student a very unified, tied'
together idea with all of the
other students," Rayborn stat-
ed.
When asked- how far the
department has taken this plan, ,
Rayborn said, "We are in the'
final stages of working it
through the department."
As for complieations that'
might. delay...implcmentation of
this plan, Rayborn said, "When
we get through the Administra-
tion, I don't know how far down
the road we will have to go. But,
whether of not this will go
through, there are going to be
some political hassles. Even so,
we intend to reorganize."
In the eyes of many commun-
ication. majors, this kind of
change couldbe looked upon as
a radical change. Boise State
University is more or less
operating as a community
college, and it would be hard for
the working student to adapt to
ihcsc changes in the Communi-
cation Department. Boise State
fs not the only university looking
into this program. In fact, Ohio
State is among the many that
have already changed into this'
program.
, When asked how the grading
,will be affected by this system,
Rayborn explained, "Let's say
that you are in Communication
Seminars.lfll for six hours. But
within that six hour period you
will have taken a multitude of
courses, some lasting a week,
some lasting two weeks, but you
will have built up a six hour
credit. And, in this course, we
would be trying to get away
from grades. Instead, there
would be a point system. We
really feel that, in some of our
courses. the. .tests and grades _'
get into the way of the learning.
The department would like to go
into a pass-no pass system.
Where either you get out of it
what you put into it or you would
repeat the course again."
Rayborn felt that, "the real test
was what was inside the'
student's mind. See if there
really was a change in the
students' behavior."
With all these changes on the
drawing board, the Communic-
ation Department still has some
refining to do on the reorganiz-
ing plan. Rayborn's last words
on the issue were, "If I were to
sum it up, we have got to have a
. different block cf scheduling,
work with the student in shorter
periods of time. get a more
constricted effort. and be done
with it. Not this stringing out'
the course over .a period of a
semester." '
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Spread the love;
give the thanks
Many years ago, in a small village not yet incorporated with
taxes andtheIikes of government, wereu man and a woman
amongst many men and women. My story is based on
conjecture, yet perhaps the man said to the woman, "I love you,
in fact I love our neighbors, in fact I love all the people in and
around our village." This was indeed extraordinary even in those
times. The spouse of that man said, "Ralph, Ilove you, in fact I
love our neighbors, in fact Ilove all the people in and around our
village." How wonderful, thought the man to himself, and
though there was not a blinding light, bells, or thunder from
above, he knew he had made a discovery that he could share with
everyone.
That morning he approached each of his neighbors and told
them, "Neighbor, Ilove you, in fact I love all the people in and
around our village." Eureka, it was contagious. Soon all the
people in and around the village were professing their good
feelings for one another. The entire community started to hum
with excitement, yet with no direction, no eventual point that
could mark the climax of the energy of good will; no definition
explaining the pleasant' yet unusual behavior.
Then a father said to his daughter, "I love you, daughter."
The daughter said, "Thank you, thenk you for giving me your
love." The father smiled broadly. How precise, he thought, to
give thanks for that which we give and to give thanks for that
which others give.
Quickly, the message spread of the daughter's words to her
father, and someone suggested to have a feast as there had
never been before to giVe thanks. And so it came to pass.
The story is fieticious and carries a message not new to us; the
story is not compelling nor does it bring tears to our eyes; the
message has been written into song, logic, and prophesied in
religion. At best this editorial serves as a reminder to have a
happy Thanksgiving. ' '
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manifold tragedy
By Chuck Bufe
"We don't understand the meaning of it all or
the purpose of it, but we feel very strongly that,
God is in control." '
(A.J. Moser, V.P. of Toccoa Falls Bible
College, on the flood disaster)
contradictions to be explained?
"The earth abideth forever." (Ecclesiates 1:4)
"The earth ... and the works therein shall be
burned up." (II Peter 3:10)
The tragedy at, Toccoa Falls Bible College
earlier this month is a tragedy on two counts: on
, one hand, it was tragic because of the human
suffering caused be the flood; on the other, the
reactionsofthe survivors were atragedy in their
own right, for they provided a stark and pitiful
example of the devastating effect' of religion
'ujJon religionists. Thirty-eight people died in
the flood, twenty of' them children. ,Moser's
_statement, as well as the followong quotations
from student illustrate the reactions of the
survivors: "God has a .reason:" and "I know
that it is God's college, so therefore, God will
take care of his people."
These quotations clearly show the utterly
irrational nature of religious belief. Why would
an all-powerful, all-seeing God kil1380fhis own
people? Why would he kill 20 children? If it
were to prevent some evil from befal1ing
humanity (God supposedly loves humankind), it
seems reasonable to assume that he wouls have
done so in the past (God is supposedly
unchanging). How then do we explain the fact
that such enemies of the people as Lenin,
Trotsky, Stalin, Hitler, Mussolini, and Nixon
survived to adutlhood? For that matter, what
possible purpose could God have had in
permitting the Nazis to incinerate 6 mil1ion
Jews? In permitting the United States to
incinerate a quarter of a mil1ion Japanese
civilians in nuclear bombings? If "God is love,"
(I John 4:16) how can the existence of evil be
,explained? One line or reasoning goes as
follows:
"Is God willing to prevent evil, but not able?
Then he is not omnipotent.
Is he able, but not willing?
Then he is Malevolent.
Is he both able and wil1ing?
The whence cometh evil?
IS he neither able nor willing?
Then why call him GOG?" "
But a hard-core religionist would argue that
such things as the mass murder of 6 million
Jews are not necessarily evil, and that God,
indeed, has his reasons. Most people who hold
such, beliefs, however, believe in a literal
interpretation of the Bible (I'm using the Bible,
as Christianity is the dominant religion in 'our
society). How then are the following
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I"I have seen God face to face, and my life is
preserved." (Genesis 32:30) .
"No man hath seen God at any time." (John
1:18) •
"Remember the Sabbath to keep it holy."
(Exodus 20:8)
"One man esteemeth one day above another;
another esteemeth every day alike. Let every ,
man be fully persuaded in his own mind."
(Romans 14:5)
'''An eye for.an eye and a tooth fora tooth."
(Exodus 21:24)
"'Turn the other check." (Matthew 5:38-39)
"God cannot be tempted with evil, neither
tempteth he any man." (James 1:,13)
"And it came to pass after these things that
God tempted Abraham." (Genesis 22: I)
Before proceeding further, I'd better dispose
of, the most commonly advanced "proofs" of
the existence of, God. One of the more
frequently heard is the argument based on
personal experience-·"I k,now God ... exists
because I can feel his presence." Merely
believing in something does not, however,
prove its existence; some mental patients are
convinced that they can perform physically
impossible acts such as flying without
mechanical aid. Even though they "feel" that
they can perfom such acts, that belief does not
prove that such an ability, exists. Another often
heard argument is based on the supposed
"harmony of nature." This argument can be
dismissed out of hand as it fails to take into
.account that if a perfect God designed Ii
completely harmonious universe, it would be
perfect, unchanging. How then ean we explain
the appearence and disappearance of' entire
species? The presence of loathsome creatures
such as maggots, lice, tapeworms,' syphil1is
bacteria, etc.? The fact that our solar system is
hardly symmetrical? Obviously this "proof" of
the existence of God falls of its own weight. And
finally we come to the most popular argument,
that of "causality," which holds that since
everything has a cause, what "caused" God? If
God was not caused by anything, why need the
universe have been? If you argue that God,
simply because he is God, needs no .cause,
you're attempting to prove the existence of God
by definition-df a definition ofa creator.can be
made, .he/It must exist; This ' is blatant
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ASBSU's legislative setup
ellow Students,
Each year the State Board of,
Education and the State' Legisl-
ature handle a number of issues
which directly affect the rights
of students.' Because of this, it is
imperative that the student
governments of Idaho's colleges
and 'universities make certain
that the interests of students are
It"··-·'---r(~preS€~nti~d 'at the meetings Of
these bodies. We, at Boise
State, have worked out three
methods by which student
feelings are conveyed to these
key organs of the state
government.
First, the student body
president attends all State
Board .of Education meetings,
He or she speaks to the board on
all issues that Concern the
student body and also conveys
information from the board to,
the student senate.
Second, the ASBSU funds a
Student Lobby which works
directly with the State Legisla-
ture in an attempt to stop
legislation harmful to students
and to encourage the passage of
laws that are beneficial to
students. The student body wilt
be polled early In December to
ascertain student feeling on
legislative issues. At the pre-
sent time the BSU lobby is in
l
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need of a director and of
talented assistant lobbyists. -If
you would be interested in
working with legislators and in
becoming involved with crucial
issues facing Idaho today,
please' apply at the ASBSU
office by Monday, November
28th. '
'The third method by which
the students interact with the
leaders of our state is afforded
by the existence of the Idaho
Student Association. The ISA is
an organization comprised of
member schools (College of
Southern Idaho, North Idaho
College, Lewis-Clark State Col-
lege, University of Idaho,
Northwest, Nazarene College,
and Boise State). The student
bodies of these schools have
decided to work together and
thus to speak to the legislature
with a voice, unified and strong.
Many state leaders have comp-
limented this concept of a
unified student association and I
feel it wilt greatly benefit the
position of students relative to
the legislature.
The issues the ISA lobbyists
will be concerning themselves
with include:
1. Fighting the implementa-
tion of in-state tuition.
2. Fighting the State Board of
Education's attempt to gain an
exemption from the Administr-
ative Procedures Act.
J. Supporting the implemen-
tation of a system by which
students educational costs could
be subtracted from their' total
income for tax purposes.
4: Increasing the State appro-
priation for higher education.
5. Supporting an amendment
to the state social security
regulations which would exempt
students who are employed by
the university they attend from
. paying social security tax.
- The ISA will also be working
on the issues of environmental
protection 'legislation, maint-
aining the drinking age at 19
years, and collective bargain.
ing.By the way, the ISA needs
students who wish to get
involved in lobbying just as the
BSU lobby does. If you would be
interested in working for ISA,
please contact Wilt Roy or
myself in the ASBSU offices.
Remember, the issues these
lobby groups are 'going to be
working on will directly affect
you. Get involved and attempt
to build a better tomorrow for
Idaho.
Mike Hoffman
People's lib by Jean King
dangerous, '",(hat H?O,
Let's playa game of "What
If?" The game of "What 1£1','
can be fun ,to play but it is
fraught with danger too. Dep-
ending upon the subject you
choose it can cause many
unlooked for consequences. If
you aren't extremely careful it
can cause you to do some really
deep and disturbing thinking
about sonic areas of life which
you " have '; been successfully
ignoring. It might even motivate
you to go out and try ,to make
some changesl
Let's start with a really big
"What If?" ... one that wilt get
us into trouble with most of the
established churches of the
alleged Christian Religion. Wh-
at 'if the Bible itself has been
grossly misinterpreted 'by inost
churches?
Most of the action In the Bible
takes place ,on the African
continent. How logical is it to
assume that all or most of the
characters in thri Bible were
, white? The African continent is
largely populated by people who
are either' Negroid or at least
very dark skinned. It is not even
within the realm of probability
that Adam and Eve werc' whitc.
It is much more likely and
logical to assume that they were
both ,black.
Then if Adam and Eve were
black, and God decidcd to place
a mark of shame upon Cain, it is
only lo~ical t~ assume that the
mark of shame wasfhe white
skin, not the black skin as so
many .of our more popular
Christian sects, would have' us
believe. (Nowhere ill the Bible
does it say that the mark put
upon Cain was black, only that a
mark that all would recognize
was used.) ~Nhat more recogniz-
able mark could there be than a
white skin amidst the black
skins of the rest of the world as
it was constituted at that time?
Jesus preached the develop-
ment of the.qualities of mercy,'
peacefulness, forgiveness (turn
the other cheek), love of fcllow
h~mans, gentleness and pacific
settlement of differences. These
qualities have' been ste):'otyped
(in a derogatory sense) as being
feminine and therefore undesir-
eable traits. God is the creator,
~ight? And who was intrusted
with the promotion and eare of
the creation of more entities of
the human race? Right, it was
women! Therefore. does it
really seem logical that God or
Jesus would have promoted the
subjugation of women to men'?
That is Iike " putting the
executive in charge -of the
janitor. 0
In view of all this "What I'f?",
where are we in regard to the
statement "God created man in
his' own image. "?What if all the
portraits of Jesus as a rather
anemic white man with blue
eyes and light brown hair are
totally wrong? It would be
logical to assume that Jesus
would bear at least a strong
generic ,resemblemence to his
father. God. So if alI' our
suppositions are wrong, if the
whole thing got off on a wrong
foot somewhere, what does God
really look like?
The logical answer js. of
,course, . . . . . . SHE IS
BLACKtI
OtJler Campus IksweUem:
1.Survivjng the Undergraduate
Jungle-$3.9S ,
2.0ur Bodies. Ourselves~$4.9S
J.Against 'Our wiil.$2.7S
'4.Doonesbury Chronicles-S6.9S
5.Rubyfruit Jungle~:U.9S
6.Zen & the Art of Motorcycle
M{Jlntenance·S2.50 '
7.Star Wars·SI.9S
8.Passages·$2.S0
to.Never Eat Anything Bigger
Than Your 'Head-$2.9S
Newsman responds
Edltor,.the ARBITER; user is example of poorly based
yellow press.
~rore
455 Main St. BeJgravia
336-7722' ,
I read with interest Michael
Isbell's report on the U of I
protest march in support of
Lewiston Tribune reporter Jay
Shelledy, As a former newsman
for the Mountain Home News
and KFLI Radio in Mountain
Home, I have followed the
Shelledy case with interest.
Shelledy did not refuse to
reveal a news source . . . he'
refused to reveal an accuser of a
police officer. News in new
information. Information is fact.
Accusations are not fact, arid
without a source can only be
labeled libelous rumor.
One of the fundamental rights
of people in this country is to
know and face their accusers.
and Jay Shelledy is guilty of
denying a police officer of that
right.
Don't misunderstand me, I
am in favor of reporters holding
news sources confidential. I
developed some of my best
stories that way. But I'm also in
favor of responsible journalism
and Shelledy's confidential ace-
Respectfully,
Wayne A. Waters
Here Is Mike Isbell's reply .to
the preceding letter:
"I think It best to quote from
AssIstant ,Professor of PoUtlcnl
Selenee NeD McPbeely's speech
be gave the day of the mlll'Cb on
the steps of the courthouse In
Moseow, He said that no right •
be knew of had 'ultimate
, prforlty', IncludIng the right of
the reporter to protect bls
1l0lU'CC. He went on to say,
however, that In tbls C1lSe,ItWllll
evident that the right 'of Jay
SheUcdyto refuse to reveal the
name of hIs source of Informat-
Ion took clear priority over
Michael CaIdero's right to '!nce
hls accuser' • In other words, the
prctectlcn of the rights of the
'consWDem of the press,' the
readers, were of greater Import
than Caldcro's single right."
"
"
M.I.
KBS U format attacked
Editor, the ArbIter: contained all types of music not
This letter is in regard to Just progressive roc~1 This
Terry McGuire's interview with original music format was
,K.B.S.U.'s general manager, drawn-up from the results" of
Dave Schwartz, in the 10131 two surveys conducted on this
, ,issue of the Arbiter. Mr. campus three years ago. In fact
Schwartz spoke of an alternative the results of the surveys, which
music 'format now in use 'at" were totally disregarded, show-
K.B.S.U. This music format is ed that progressive rock was
not the music 'format \:,h'ich was among the least favorite types of
submitted to the F.C.C. along mesic which B.S.U. students
with the station's license appli- wanted to hear. Keeping this in
cation two years ago. In fact the mind we highly recommend that
music format has remained the K.B.S.U.'s music format be
same since K.B.S.U. originally reconstructed to include all
went, on the dir. The F.C.C. types of music before K.B.S.U.
should have immediately revok- looses more of its.staff, listening
ed K.B.S.U.'s license for not audience, or has its music
following the music format permanently retired by the
which K.B:S.U. had submitted. F.CC. to a garbage pile in a
If' the F.C.C. had received a galaxy far far awayl
. music format made up entirely Respectfully Submitted,
of progressive rock, the (alter-
native) music which is currently Michael L. Kiappenbach
being aired on K.B.S.U .. then ex Vice President,
we doubt seriously that the R~dio Club 1974·75
F.C.~. would have granted Duane Cambell
K,B.S.U. alicellse to operate. ex President,
The original music forma~ Radio Club 1974·74
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Professors earn
1977 griping crown
by Campus Digest News Service
TIle new American participa-
tion sport has got to be
griping. And the new superstars
of the complaining competition
are the profs.
Political scientist Everett C.
Ladd Jr. of the University of
Connecticut and sociologist Sey-
mour Martin Lipset of Stanford
not too long ago sent twenty-
page questionnaires to faculty
members at colleges and univer-
sities nationwide. They polled
, the profs on topic ranging from
student preparation to politics.
Based on 4,400 replies from 161
institutions of higher education,
the, team of Ladd and Lipset
discovered that the profs are, to
borrow from AI Capp, worldly
indignant about nearly every-
thing. In a word: they're
P.O.ed. And getting more so all
.the time.
Nearly 75 per cent of all
American college professors
believe "too many people
ill-suited to academic life are
now enrolling in colleges and
universities;" 80 per cent insist
there has been a "widespread
lowering of standards" in high
education; and 64 per cent think
that "the U.S. is creating a work
force overtrained in terms
of available jobs."
These findings, published by
The Chronicle of Hlgher Educa-
. tion, indicate a vast dissatisfact-
ion among professors with who
they teach, what they teach, and
why they teach. Interestingly
enough, Ladd and Lipsct said
the age of the professors
seemed onrclutcd to their'
..~
.~
-l
views. "Nostalgia for 'the good
01' days' is as strong among
those who never taught in them
as within the senior faculty,"
they found. And concerning the
alleged lowering of academic
standards. both those college
and universities with open
enrollment policies and the
private, elitist institutions are in
agreement.
As aresult of their study, Ladd
and Lipset found that "Profess-
ors, surely are now restless,
dissatisfied and strikingly laking
in confidence .."
What's the answer? Although
Ladd and Lipset are loath to give
one, they offer evidence that a
return to a "core (basics)
curriculum" would please some
75 per cent -of the profs.
Whether it will please their
students as well is another
matter.
To the readers of the ARBITER:
There was an error in last
week's issue. It was stated that
Jay Shcllcdys source had
informed him that Michael
Caldero had shot and killed the
raidvictim. The man was shot
and wounded. only, not killed.
This writer submits a profound
apology to the reader and to Mr.
Shelledy.
Mike Isbell
.r.I;i-eNl~~I;i't:l'.I;i~I;i'~S1't:1'.I;i~I;i't:l'<:1 .....<:1""~""~""I;i'~S1't:1'<;i't:l'I;i""I;i~1:7~~S1't:1'I;i~~~~'t:I'·~~~'t:I'I;i't:l'.~'t:I'i;:i""I;i ....~ .....<:1""I;i'QSll.'. . .~.~ Traveling Light by Sally Thomasi'.. . ~fA timely reminder f
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"Tis the season and to be jolly they're afraid you're going to like." .
and all that rot," Kay said over steal away the apple of their "So, don't do it ." · shrugged
her bowl of tomato soup. eye. Plus the fact that you've Karen.
"Bah. Humbug," Karen an- hung on to him for the lastthree "What? And have rthe whole
swered, weeks only because you thought family mad at mefor the rest of
"I'm already about to go he was going to spring for a big the year? No thank you."
mad," Jeri mournfully munched gift and he came up with a $5.00 "I don't have so many presents
her BLT. necklace that will probably turn to buy," Kay spoke. "But, with
"I know why I hate the happy your neck green before 'New all the parties I have to go to, I
holidays," Sara announced. Year's day. How's that for need four or five new outfits
"It's because r don't have u'ny'-' gruesome?" every year. Plus, I have to buy
family and I usually have to "I had some people over last the jewelry and perfume and
_ spend the day alone. Or else Christmas," Sara volunteered, makeup to go with them.
someone asks me over because "and all day they re-arranged Believe me. all that stuff costs."
they feel sorry for me and I the ornaments on my tree and "That dinner last year cost me
spend the whole day playing 'li'l moved the candles and table plenty," Sara was stili burned.
orphan chile'. Either way, I decorations from place to place. "And when I think of the hassle
hate it." Not only that, but they had the of going through the grocery
"Yeah;" echoed Karen, "last nerve to keep telling me, 'How store and the work it took to
year I spent Christmas day cute your house is. If only you'd cook the stuff ... I'll never do that
washing my hair and taking a move the furniture, or knock out again."
hot bath. I think I'm still a wall, or re-paint, or do "Ah, the sounds of Christmas:
wrinkled from the experience." something, you'd have a real my sister's kids fighting over
"It could be worse," Jed said. nice place here,' their new toys, my father and
"What if you had to spend the "I was really bent. After my brother calling each' other
day with your sister who you've spending all that money for food names, my brother-in-law shout-
always hated and her big ox of a and wine, the least they could so ing at everyone to shut-up so he
husband, andyour brother who was keep their hands to can hear the football game
is forever trying to mooch fifty themselves and their big going full blast on the TV, and
bucks off you, and your mother mouths shut," my mother asking every two
who is mad at your father There followed a few moments minutes if anyone wants some
because he bought her some- of silence as the four friends more to cat. It's wonderful,"
thing 'practical', even though busied themselves eating their sighed Jeri.
that's what she said she wanted, lunches. "Or the other sounds of
and your father who is already "What I hate the most," Jeri Christmas: the clock ticking too
adding up bills," blurted out, "is the look on my loudly" the furnace clicking off
"Or, spend Christmas with, mother's face when she opens and on, the, telephone not
your boyfriend and. his par- whatever it is Igive her. It turns ringing, and your imagination'
ents," Kay added. "And his out to always be the wrong size, . telling you that everyone else in
parents don't like you because or color, or style, or thing. But the whole world is surrounded
she always smiles this phony . by' family and friends and
little smile and says, in a tight, having a joyful time," murmur-
. little voice, "Thank you darling. cd Karen. '
.It's justwhat I wanted. Did you "Yeah," said Sara, ."and
get It at The Mode?' I've gotten. you're afraid to play the stereo
to the point of leaving the sales because you'll start' to cry.".
slip in the box because I know "And the stupid boyfriend
she will be out the next day, wants to kiss you in front of his
exchanging it," parents and you can't stand to
She took another bite of her have. him near you,". Kay
sandwich. added.
"One year Igave Mom a gift The four silently finished their
certificate from The Mode and lunches, not daring to look at
she asked, 'Doesn't The Bazaar one another as they fumbled in
have this kind of thing, too?' ". their purses for money to pay
..My parents always ask me to their bills and for tissues to
'send them a list of things' so wipe their eyes.
they can get me something I "Well," Jeri was the .first to
need or want. Idon't think they speak as they stepped out of the
ever read my lists, though, restaurant onto the street,
because-no matter what I write. "gotta run. Tomorrow's Hallow-
they send me something else. een, you know, and I need some
Once I asked for a six-foot tall candy for all the little grern-
.dark-haired, sexy man to cuddle lins.'
with me in bed," She sighed. "Yeah," laughed Sara, shaki-
"They sent me a year's ly. "It seems like they Pllt up
subscription to National Geo- the Christmas stuff earlier and
graphIc and a set of Corning earlier every year,"
Ware Casseroles," , TI' ie toy ads came out in last
"At least I don't have those week's papcr.vLcould hardly
problems, "smilec Karen wan- believe it." Karen grimaced.
Iy. "I don't have anyone to buy "If Idon't see you all before."
for and no one buys anything for called Kay cheerfully as she
me." walked away, "have a happy
"Look," said Jeri, "quit holiday,"
bragging. I bet I spend a "You too," came back the gay
month's pay buying gifts they responses. "Happy holiday.
don't want for people I don't Happy holiday,"
j
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greater percentage of students
with first choice, we'll utilize the
finite number of buildings. on
campus very well. Another
thing is that the data the faculty
get is very valuable."
Mercy indicated that the data
supplied would enable them to
compensate their schedule for
overload or underload of stud-
ents applying for a course.
"What. we're trying to do is
give some training to our new
faculty. We have two additional
days in. the new calendar-to
allow new faculty to get on
_campus and find out what's
going on here before they're in a
situation for classes. There will
be more time for faculty to
respond to students .... "
Mercy upgrades registr~t;on
by MUlc Isbcll
Lee Mercy has been interes-
ted since 1971 in a redrafting of
the present registration system
at BSU. At the beginning of the
spring semester, due largely to
his effort, BSU will undergo a
change which will ultimately
result in a system of computer
registration at DSU.
"The old system registered
the students one by one by the
old fieldhouse scheme, a mod-
ification of what we are using
now. The main idea was to get
the students advised, somehow,
as to what they should be
taking. The new system, by the
way, is planned to also upgrade
the advising at registration. We
feel that is really the heart of the
matter;"
Mercy noted that some
students lose an entire half-
semester because of bad advis-
ing. He believes that students
require and pay for a better
system than the one presently
provided.
"We find some students arc
having to spend another semes-
ter, or even another year
inschool because they have to
make up deficiencies they aren't
really aware of."
Mercy said that the advising
could be a lot of people's fault,
but instead of dwelling. on that
aspect, they preferred to search
out other possibilities, in the
hopes of serving the best
interest of the studenrpopula-
tion.
"Good advising means you
spend less money; less time,
and it also means you're more
aware of career opportunities,
you're much more aware of the
financial aid npportunities ... "
. Mercy explained the field-·.
. souse system-to be the..method'
which prescribes a large num-
ber of people lining up outside
the "fieldhouse", going in and
getting their registration cards,
and filing out again. He spoke of
it as an "assembly line"
system.
"The problem we've had at
DoiseState is that we've
exploded in population. Just ten
years ago. we were something
like 5,000 people; now there arc
over 11,000 people served.
"The old ficldhotise thing did
several inconvenient things.
One,' it put us into a small-time
frame. It gave us only a few
days to get things done. It also
took a lot of our faculty and put
them in the gym to hand out
7/'i1l§ .< ~"fi.• •• .•..... 10,
SNOQPy/S DAY .CARE
class cards. The system for
communicating whether or not a
class was still open was not the
best."
Mercy looked at an advanced
registration system several
years ago, and realized that was
the way BSU had to go. He has
waited several years to be able
to implement the project.
. "I was assistant registrar. I
went to Washington State
University, visited the Univer-
sity of Idaho to see what they
were doing, lind then we tried to
pull together our own system.
What we carne up with is
computer registration.
"This registration for spring
is the last' time we will be
registering en masse in a
fieldhouse . situation at Boise
State University. In the middle
of this spring, after - the
mid-term grades have come out,
the students will be under a new"
advising.system where they will
be able to consult with their
advisor over a two-week period.
Once a student is advised, he
will fill out a proposed course
schedule, the data entry sheet
for the computer. The informa-
tion on those sheets will be class
requests, not registration. This
will· provide the departments
with summaries of what courses
students want to be registered
in. "
Mercy pointed out that this
will provide for the student who
applies for a course section in
which fifty others have applied
and there arc only 3S seats
available, The faculty would
then be able to create a new
section for the IS-plus students
who otherwise would not be able
to enroll in the course. TIle extra
section would be drawn from a
. department where there are, for
instance, only two students .
applying for a 35-seat section.
.. For the first time or so, the
drop-adds will probably go up. I
think as the students and faculty
begin to work with it, that trend
will really taper off."
Students will be checked for
pre-requisites by the computer,
said Mercy. It will spot the cases
where there seem to be a large
amount of students being
advised into the wrong classes.
The intent of this, says Mercy,
is to save students from wasting-
an essential half-semester when
they. should be taking another
course.
"TIle beauty of this is that we
think we'll be able to serve a
21/2 -6, licensed, Hot ~unches 8:Snacks
Individual training & care .
weekdays, drop-in welcomed
1621 Helen St.(Overiand/Vista Area)
344-6.440
Artless children damaged
stimulation is "systematically
cut off from the ways he can
perceive the world, ... his brain
is systematically damaged,"
says Houston.
(CPS)-According to Satur-'
dayRcvlew last month, children
deprived of art may suffer brain
damage. .
Written by Roger Williams,
the article is based 011 the work
of husband and wife team Dr.
Robert Masters and Dr.' Jean
Houston.
A child deprived of art
"Inevitably," writes Williams,
"the arts are among the first
victims of scalpel wielding
administrators.' ,
YESTERDAv's GOLD
Near NEW to Very OLD records
for Music Lovers & Collectors
Open 11-6 Monday-Saturday
1310 Vista Ave. Suite 4
across from Annabel's parking
[cont. on page 11)
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The National·
Armbiter has
been postponed.
Details coming
up in later r •
issues.
by rick taylor
Stump
TRIVIA
R 'T,
supposed to be the greatest
boxer "Pound-for-Pound", W-
,ho was known as the best
Basketball player "Inch-for-
Inch "?
7. What was inscribed on the
back of Marlon Brande's jacket
in "The Wild One"?
8. Who created the T.V. show
"The Defenders"? '
9. Where do the Beatlcs want
youto leave them on "The Long
and Windin~ Road"?
10. Which movie saw Andy
Hardy (Mickey Rooney) starting
college?
Answers on page 10
BY MARK BROUGH
I. According to Blues Image.
, how many men sailed up from
the San Francisco Bay?
2. What did Dustin Hoffman's
parents give him for a graduat-
ion gift in "The Graduate"?
3. What did Captain Marvel
wear on his chest?
4., Who hosted the Dating
Game?
S. Identify this Oscar-winning
film by this description: Two
gangs collide in the streets of
New York.
6. Sugar R,ry, Robinson was
I W IF I11EY \\tIN'T
LET US WIN Lt:T ~
NOT L-E.T i1-IEM
PLM WIll-! US.
r-~-.Cl-@--.a--®@-O-----,~--------. ,.-------~ r-----.---'---'---, --- ,.--_._-_.--".I 011, 'tbLJve &oT OAl!;
OF 'THe Nf;i(J QAlf.;S.
rri tOO'foWi \lJHA1 IAI 1HE: lVE 5TAR,1lD CrBTn-V" . I~
wORLD IS -rtil'j T/-lf;$ IN o~oe~TO LlTTLI: PI.A5TJC.
TIfllJlr TH..tT'5 kEEP uP WITH c.uRREVT LlifHT sA~.
';)1l.:C-I: IP 1/'IE: lW:IJOS fWO FADS.
C.HErR.17 ~
OV-,At yoU HAD TH'E
LUHI5KB Y fillJR ANO IOU
rue Ru,~IIWO COKe .
• 7
= :1
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foolishness. I can offer a good
definition of Santa Claus, but
that hardly proves that Santa
exists.
Clearly there is no rational
basis for belief in god; the only
basis for such belief is blind
faith. Why do people cling to
such irrational' beliefs? Dr.
Albert Ellis has this to say on
the subject:
"Just because life III so
uncertain, and because mllllons
fif people think that they cannot
take Its vicissitudes, they Invent
absolutistic gods, and thereby
pretend that there Is some final
Invarfant answer to things.
Patently, these people are
Ioullng themselves -- and
lnstcad of healthfully admitting
that they do 1I0t need certainty,
but can live comfortably III thls
often disordcrly world, they
stubbornly protect their neurotic
beliefs by Insisting that there
must be the kind of certainty
that they foolishly believe that
they need.
This Is like II child's believing
that he must have a kindly
father In order to survive] and
then, when his father Is
unkindly, or perhaps has died
and Is nonexistent, he dreams
up a father • • • and he Insists
that this .drenm Inthcr actually
th puts it like this:
"Not the least evidence exists
that there Is really a god of any
kind, and unless there Is
evidence, It Is harmful to believe
that any such god exists,
because then the IUoglcal way of
thinking can be extended to
other areas of society, all Indeed
It has. A civilization that holds
that It Is proper to. believe
positIvely in something for
which there Is evidence at all,
perverts the fundamental struc-
ture of logic upon which human
clvlJlzntlon Itself rests."
my .childhood, of kneeling for
what seemed like eternity on
stone floors and hard wooden
kncelers. For the rest of us,
such other-directedness has
frightening implications, as
persons who' have become
other-dircctedvrathcr than self-
directed, are very plainly easy
prey for manipulators, be they
religious or political (the two
often come in the same
package). In past centuries
we've seen all-too-many exam-
ples of what herds of other-dir-
ected people are capable of
doing, the atrocities of the Nazis
in Europe and the U.S. military
in Vietnam being two recent
examples.
Religious belief is also harm-
ful in that it inhibits self-accept-
ance. A religious person cannot
accept herself/himself simply
because she/he is' alive and has
an inate capacity for self-enjoy-
.mcnt. No. A religious person
believes that she/he was put her
"To know, love, and serve
god." Hence, such a persons
self-acceptance is based on
external criter ia , how well
she/he performs her/his relig-
ious obligations. This again
leads to othcr-directcdncss.
Another negative effect of the
inhibition of self-acceptance is
that it leads to guilt and
neuroses. If a person's basic
drives arc in conflict with an
internalized rigid religious code
of behavior, the natur ...I, healthy
indulgence of those drives will
exists. " (The Case Against
Religion, a Psyehothernplst's
VlewJ
Even so, do religious beliefs
actually do any harm? Don't
they give those who hold them a
type of commitment, "some-
thing to hold on to?" Religious
beliefs arc harmful (Both to
believers and to the rest of us);
and it should be remembered
that not all committments are
healthy. For instr-nce , the
commitment of. the Nazis to
"racially purify" Germany
could hardly be termed healthy.
And what about the effects of
religious belief on the faithful?
The effects arc overwhelmingly
negative. By definition, a truly
religious person believes in a
supreme authority above and
beyond his/her comprehension.
This means that such a person
has abandoned 'her/his self-dir-
ection (to an extent correspond-
ing to the depth of his/her
religious belief) to god, and
god's interpreters (the clergy).
This in turn leads to an
abnegation of self-interest, and
in many cases, masochistic
self-denial and self-abuse: " ...
(become) eunuchs for the
kingdom of heaven's sake."
(Matthew 19:12) That injunction
was actually carried out by
many Christians in centuries
past. Even in the present day
masochistic self-abuse is still
widely practiced, although gen-
erally in a diluted form _. I still
have horrible memories from
lead to feelings of guilt and
• anxiety. this is very obvious in
the case of sexual drives.
This in turn leads to intolera-
nce. If for some inexplicable
reason god does not enforce his
"divine law" among the heath- '
en, his instruments on earth are
ready and willing to do so. If
we're to enjoy pleasures which
the religious-deny to themselv-
es, we're to be made to suffer
for it. Concrete manifestations
of this attitude can be observed
in the Catholic Church's attem-
pts to ban the sale and
distribution of contraceptives.
(still illegal in Ireland), and the
current assault on women's
right to control their own bodies
(the so-called Right-to-Life M-
ovement). It would be hard to
find a better illustration of the
saying that misery loves compa-
ny.
, Finally, the irrational belief in
god undermines objective, sci-
entific thought. Fred Wood.wor-
In conclusion, let me quote
Woodworth again:
"There Is no god; there Is only
the real world with Its ugliness
and beauty and violence and
peace and happiness and pain.
If the world Is to be made
beautiful and peaceful and
happy, 'God' won't do It. We
will. "
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Martians
overtak.e. .~~...
M&Ms
morket
(<:!'S)--They'rcsaying it with a
straight face, yet. Two Univer-
sity of Texas business majors,
Paul Peebles and Eric Schoppe,
have concluded from an' extcii-
sive,mo';th-!ong. study that
M&M candy makers have
tailored their products for thc
soon-to-arrive Martians, while
discriminating against Com-
munists and white people.
Tlie two researchers did tests
with 78 UT studcnts of all races
and both sexes and found that
the oft-chosen M&M was green,
· in both taste and color.Thus,
"we believe M&M is definitely
planning for Martians," Pecbles
said, "becausl' green is the best
tasting color.
"ned M&Ms arc no longer
made. which is definite disclI-
mination against Communists,"
· he said. "They arc also trying to
appeal to the nonwhite races
with so many yellow, darkbmwn
and orange M&Ms," he added ..
They counted percentages on
100 one-pound bags.
Tile' surveyors, who arc
interested in marketing. want to
determine why the dark brown
·M&Ms are always left in the
candy dish at parties. They
found that people's selection
came from a "candy consump-
tion ~ente~" in the.brain which
is connected to the optic nerve.
Say.s Peebles. "If we could
control the candy consumption
center, we could determine
what color we wantedapcrson
to cat." '
I,
it 1-1& -M -. a?M¥WP¥HH-·;g;·)J r6+ 'Adm;,. hiM·4g \.. 4-e"nP>
LADIES NIGHT CHANGe
will change form MONDA Y to
WEDNESDAYNight. $2 Cover & ALL YOU
CAN DRINK FREEfrom 7-9
Ladies Admitted Only
NEW MENS N·IGHT·
MONDAY 'Nights starting Oct. 10. Pay
$2.50 & all the-beeryou can drink FREE
during Monday Night Football
with GIANT TV SCREEN
OPEN SUNDAYSCOLLEGENIGHT
Admitted FREEwith College 10 Starting Sunday, Oct. 9, the 1 2 1 is
op~n for SUNDAY FOOTBALL
with Giant TV Screen &
Giant Beers for 50'
THURSDAY COLtEGE NIGHT
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BSU Department of Music
to Feoture Faculty Trio
in Recital
Paragon -Technicol Wizardry
of the bands working here seen
to fall into the hard roc/ disco/
country bluegrass categories
that we've all heard too many
times. This is unfortunate, but
there arc many factors that
make it hard for a band to get
going here, the main problem
being lack of places to play. This
is undoubtedly discouraging.
bands trying to get exposure
end up having to travel to Idaho
City. or Eagle. or they take jobs
working for' Junior High sock
hops or other equally depress-
ing events. There just aren't any
real good outlets. I wish
someone would start some sort
of nightclub around here for
local talent to perform. In this
sprawling city. with three-four-
ths of the people complaining
about the lousy night life. I'm
sure that the person embarking
this sort of venture would clean
up.
In the year and a half that
Paragon has been together.
Thursday night was the fourth
time I've seen them play. And
each time they've sounded
better. Having just added a'
keyboard/synthesizer player.
. they arc also showing a lot of
new potential I hope they will
develop.
by Mnrk EUsworth TIley have obviously put a
mass of thought and energy into
technical perfection. something
that most bands seem to
overlook for the sake'. of other
things. Paragon's material. all
original, is avant-garde British-
influenced jazz-rock. The extent
of their material seems some-
what limited. I didn't notice any
new songs Thursday night. but
what they arc lacking in quanity
is made up for in the quality of
the band's tightness. They have
focused most of their energy on
this apparently. and what I
believe, is a 'step in the right'
direction for developing. a
band's potential.
and principal cellist of the Boise
Philharmonic. and violist Tom
Tompkins, recipient of a Boise
Cascade Scholarship, in the
performance of W.A.: Mozart's
Piano Quartet in g minor, K:
478.
The BSU Faculty Trio arc
known for their performances at
the Governor's Conference on
the Arts and Humanities.in Sun
Valley. at Idaho State Univers-
ity, for the public schools in
Boise. Nampa, and Caldwell, as
well as public TV appearances
and for the Tuesday Musicale
Rose Luncheon.
Admission for this Faculty
Artist Recital will be $2.00 for
adults, $1.00 for students and
senior citizens. and free for BSU
personnel/ students.
TIle third presentation of the
Boise State University Depart-
ment of Music's Faculty Artist
Series will be held on Monday.
November 21. at 8:15 pm in the
Special Events Center.
Featured on the program will
be Dr. Daniel Stern, Boise
Philharmonic Conductor and
Instructor of Violin at BSU. in
the performance of the Violin
Sonata in A Major by Vivaldi
and Cesar Franek'sViolin
Sonata in A. Accompanying Dr.
Stern 'will be Sara Blood,
Instructor of Piano.
Paragon, a Boise-based band.
performed at the BSU SUB
Ballroom Thursday night.
As far as Boise bands go.
Paragon is one of the most
unique and innovative around.
TIICYarc a definite relief point
in the Boise music spectrum.
leav.ng, (thank God) the gro-
und-down stereotyped disco and-
country doldrums behind.
Boise has not, for various
reasons, produced many good,
original bands in its time. Paul
Revere and Providence are the
only two groups from here I can
think of that ever achieved any
sort of national prominence
(well. Commander Cody was
born here. so what). And most
~ COUPON ,
; TUEASURE VAtlEY " ;
:
1 ICELAND ":!_~
FAIRVIEW & WILI>WOOD
Joining .Dr. Stern and Mrs.
Blood on the remaining portion
of the program, arc cellist J.
Wallis Bratt, Assistant Profess-
or of Theory/Composition/Cello
I hope Paragon lives up to the
high expectations I have for
them. I really think they can,
and I plan to keep a sharp eye on
their progress as it unfolds.
TIleY have shown that the Boise
musical Horse Latitudes have
not hindered them. and I would
like to sec Paragon perform
more often. and expand the high
possibilities their music holds.
In the meantime, why doesn't
somebody open a nightclub
where acts like this can
perform? My night life is
stagnating.
Next presentation
consume no less than forty-one
stiff drinks .- sixteen gins.
twenty bourbons, and five
brandies. .
WHO'S AFUAID OF VInGlN·
IA WOOLF? is a good object les-
son from the numerous self-help
books that arc popular today:
"I'm ox, You're OK." "Born
to Win," "Passages," etc. It .
shows very honestly the' results,
of the characters' not being able
I to cope with the conflict
between their feelings and their
assumed expectations by socie-
ty.
'llle box office opens Novem-
ber 23 for reservations, and is
open from 3-6 p.rn. daily except
Thanksgiving day. B~U stud-
ents are admitted free· with
activity card. For reservations
phone 385·3566 or 385-1462.
Edward Albee's violent, bit-
ing, and" deeply compassionate
play. WHO'S AFRAID OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF? wiII be the
next presentation of BSU's
Theatre Arts Department. run-.
nirig four nights. November 30
through December 3, in the
Special Events Center. '
WHO'S AFUAID OF VIRGIN·
IA WOOLF? is known for its
relentless-probing of conternp- '
orary living. It won many
awards during its run on
Broadway in the early '60's, but
since' then it has not lost any of
its emphasis. The events of the
play occur during the course of
an all-night drinking party of
two college professors and their
wives in the home of one of the
couples. Incidentally. during
their party. the two couples
Duo-Pianos
tok» stage
November 7
-.\
.;
Answers to
presents
Associate Piano Professor
Madeleine Hsu will present her
Duo-Piano Ensemble. class on
November 27 at 4:00 pm., at the
B~U .Recital Hall, MD 11L
Performing will .be: Denise
Klaas. Anna Holley, Sherilyn
Samaan, graduate students:
Debbie Coiner, Cinda Griff. and
• Shari Rhoads Tompkins, under-
graduates. At. the program:
Mozart's Sonata in D Major,
Brahms Hungarian Dances and
Variations on 'a Theme by,
'Haydn, Rachmaninoff's Suite
Opus 17.. Debussy's Nocturnes,
and Barto's Mikrokosmos,
The program is part of the
BSU ensemble 'series. Admis-
sion will be $2.00 C for adults,
$1.00 for studentsnndsenior
citizens. and nocharge iotBSU
personnel and students;
J CK
TERRYM R
NoVo 24, 25,'
~SH&
N
,:26 1. Seventy- TIlree2. A Scuba Suit
3. A Golden Thunderbolt
4. Jim Lange
5. West Side Story
6, Oscar Robertson
7. "BLACK REBELS MCC"
8. Reginald Rose
9. At Your Door
10, "Andy Hardy's Blonde
Trouble"
CheapTh~i,"s 4:30~'6:qO daily-
251;Beer~$1.50 pitchers. ,
110 S. 5th, Boise-corner of5th&Main .
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Underground houses present energy solutions
This Is the second In a series of
articles on underground bOllslng
byRlehard Smith
What is one answer to needs of
space and energy savings? We
will have a good example it soon
right here in Boise with the
construction on Amity Road of
one of only 5 underground
schools in the country. Although
it will not be entirely under-
ground, it will be a definate step
to saving energy. The fact that
the roof will be earth-covered
will mean that the schools will
save hundreds of thousands of
dollars eventually, more that
enough to cover the anticipated
$150,000 increase in construct-
ion costs over that of a
conventional school building,
according to its architects,
Cline, Smull, Hamill & Associ-
ates.
Another example is the 3-story
. entirely underground Pusey
Library at Harvard University
which, according to its archi-
tccts, Hugh Stubbins & Associ-
ates Of Cambridge Mass., was
less costly to build than a
conventional library· and is
saving Harvard 50% or mote of
its normal. building. energy
costs, In Kansas City businesses
are utilizing with amazing
success abandoned rock quar-
ries in which to build their office
buildings (New York ·Times--
8/3/76), and -in Mexico City
people are living quite comfort-
ably in homes built right under
solid rock (Idaho Statesman--'
10/16/77).
Other examples of the. princi-
ple of underground construction
can be found in Buildings
Magazine' (1/77) and Popular
Science (3/77). The latter was
referred to the author by Frank
Church. The Buildings article
discusses berm buildings which
have earthen surrounding them
to a height of 2 or 3 feet. Italso
tabulates figures for energy and
construction costs for under-
ground Navy buildings and
finds the energy costs to be 53%
lower and construction costs
only 10% higher than those of
aboveground buildings. The
Popular Science article notes
that the Chinese, who are
famous for frugality, have
embarked on a major program
of underground housing for civil
defense purposes, and have
kept their occupants warmer in
the process. '
These examples all demon-
strate the energy efficiency of
underground buildings, but
could an underground house be
made to adapt to people's
aesthetic sense as well? There
arc various ways of doing so.
The main difference between
the two aforementioned types of
buildings is view. In berm-type
housing the top or main floor is
above ground level, so there
wouldn't be a real difference,
but the ultimate underground
house that is below ground level
there are several ways to
provide window space as well.·
The .most common is the
"atrium" concept in which the
entire house surrounds an open
air pation toward which large
windows could face. Another
1980 diplomas herder to get
by Campus Digest News Service
Once upon a time, there was
something called "grade infla-
tion." This was when, in the
late 1960s and early 1970s, the
radical chic more or less ruled
the academic roost and grades
were considered somewhat re-
actionary. As a result, grading
was made considerably iess_
harsh-Ito be blunt, professors
and instuctors were throwing
"As" and "Bs" around like
confetti. Hence, grade inflation.
Well, now. like all inflation,' we
are paying for it. Lately, a
crackdown on too-easy grading
has swept the schools and
colleges. of the nation. Hard.
time, academically, have hit the
campus. And the latest mani-
festation of this new trend bodes
ill for the future. .
The scene is the Newton
Conover High School in 'Newton
N.C. TIle time is 1980. The story
is that no student below a
"C"average will be able to
graduate.' ,
This decree of the Newton
school board ..Alarmed over the
• ever- increasing number of high
school graduates who cannot
read their diplomas, the. board
has decided that beginning for
the class of 1980, no one will ne
able 10 graduate without at least
what the boars calls a straight
"C" average. That means that
any grades a' student cams
below "C" would have to be
offset by grades above "C".
Last spring, 22 of the school's
187 graduating seniors had "0"
averages; nonetheless, they
received their diplomas, the
school board found.'
. Not only that, but the board
has recently heard complaints
that 'solne of their graduating
seniors were functioning-at the
, level of semi-illiteracy. .'
~'We' heard gripes from em-
ployers who were ,hiring high
school ,gradflateswho couldn't
read or write," Willi Zintbaum.;
- chairman of the school board,
told the Associated Press. "We
want this. to happen less
frequently and one way is
through the stiffer require-
ments."
"I can't think of any high
schools in the nation that have
gone to a grade-point require-
mcnt;' said H.T. Connor of the
North Carolina Department of
Public Instruction. "In. a typical
high school in North Carollna.
this sort of thing would increase
r the number of students' who
don't get diplomas."
[cont, from page 7J
The computer data will also
provide professors with a roll
sheet the first day of class,
enabling ,them to know which
students arc supposed to be in
that class, aiding grading and
evaluation.
Mercy .said that most univer-
sities today use a computer
registration,
The main advantage is that it
is going to give the student,
without the hassle of the
gymnasiurnvwiihout tying' up
our faculty, without lilies,
efficiency 'and the ability to
request a course and have a
reasonable chance of getting
that course the first time it's
requested. "We think that for
our continuing. students we
should. be able, to get no less
than 70 per cent." It will also
give the faculty the monitoring
that they need to better serve
thc student in providing c1asscs.
There will also be one class
schedule for the e.ntireYcar,
enabling students to sec what
they will want to take in the
spring semester in advance.
"Ultimately, the student will
be the' 'beneficiary of the
system."
way could be to utilize a
periscope with a wide-angled
lens outside to reduce the size of
the mirrors necessary. This
system would be ideal for rooms
whose windows are normally
closed by drapes anyway such
as bedrooms, bathrooms, or
even kitchens whose. windows
arc usually small'.
Another difference between
the two basic types of houses is
,ventilation. Again, in the case of
berm-type or "atrium" under-
ground housing there would be
no problem. In the case of rooms
with miniature periscopes the
windows could be opened with a
fan placed in front of the inside
opening. The force of the fan
could surely be adjusted to
provide adequate circulation.
Another is interior decor; but
that can be modified for
·concrete by the addition of
furring strips on which any type
of conventional panelling could
be attached. Bolts for the
furring strips can be set in the
concrete as it's hardening, or else
ramset into the concrete after it
has hardened. David Shurtleff
of David Shunleff,Associates
has even used epoxy glus
successfully to hold up book"
shelves.
One imagined difference 'is
water leakage. However. with
contemporary waterproofing
technology that problem can be
eliminated. Harvard's Pusey
Library is located one-quarter
mile from the Charles River, yet
it has no ~ater problem.
Aside from these methods of
appealing to the aesthetic sense
of underground living there arc
these other advantages: 1)
reduced fire hazard and insur-
ance, 2) easier pest control, 3)
increased longevity of the
house, 4) elimination of exterior
maintenance costs, 5) improved
privacy and noise control, and 6)
improved security (would a
burglar fir through a foot-wide
periscope window?).
Next week: TIle complications in
developing underground hous-
ing,
- ,
HURRY, lAST TWO DAYS!
Showtimes 7:30 &9: 15
.The screwball comedy about the high school
senior with a system for,everything!
TI~ m 1111
lit I
MelVIN SIMON presents
A WAlTERSHENSON Produelion
liTHE CHICKEN,CHRONICLESII
. G~~~~~'"QfI?H'ILSILVERS]
' .... duting STEVEN GUTTENBERG ·II'Oi'l ED LAUTER-
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linebacker position.
The secondary, boasts of four
starters in Brian Charles, 6-2,
190, senior; Bill Clark, 5-11,
185, senior; and Rick Linehan,
6-1, 186, junior.
In the kiCking department,
Idliao has one of the best in the
.country in Ralph Lowe, a senior
from Meridian. Lowe shares the
Dome record with a 53-yard
field goal kicked last year agaist
3-1 score: Twyla Bulcher scored
the one goal for Boise State.
Boise State then met Western
Washington State College, tak-
ing a frustrating 2-0 loss. The
Broncos had lost to Western
Washington earlier in the
season, 4-1. Coach Jayne Van
Wassenhove felt the team truly
showed a strong desire to win
, but just couldn't put it together
to score.
Saturday's action brought Boi- •
se State against one of the top -
field hockey teams in the
Northwest, the University of
.: TICKET PICK· UP LOCATIONS:
Student Union Building, Varsity Center
Id,ho hosts
by Freddie VIDcezt.
Arbller Sports ~
The University of Idaho Van'
dals will host the Boise State
Broncos in the last game of the
season for, both teams-Saturday
at Idaho's Kibbie Dome. A win
for the Broncos would give them
the Big Sky title outright. But
they cannot attend the NCAA
play-offs because the Idaffo-
BSU game is scheduled on the
night the playoffs begin.
Idaho was picked number 2 in
the Big Sky conference at the
beginning of the season because
thcy had a 7-4 record last
season, But the Vandals have
not fared well this year. Idaho is
2-3 in conference play and 2-7
overall. Boise State and Idaho
have been Nemesis since
1971-The Broncos Icad the
series 3-2-1.
Offensively, the Vandals have
been relying on the veer and a lot
of passing to go with their
running attack, but they have
been riddled with injuries while
Boise State idled last week to
fully prepare for the contest.
However, do not count the
Vandals out, Idaho defeated the
Broncos at Boise last year by a
score of 16-9. and surely the
Broncos have not forgotten that
loss.
One of Idaho's strongest areas
is the offensive backfield with
two quarterbacks' in Rocky
Tuttle and Craig Juntcnen,
Tuttle took over for Juntenen
la~t season following an injury.
However,.Juntenen has been
starting this year after leading
the team in total offense with
686 yards despite playing in.
only nine games last season,'
while Tuttle tallied 650 yards in
11 games.
The Tailback department con-
sists of Robert Brooks, a 5-11,
190 pounder who rushed for 770
yards on a averaged carry of 4.9
yards and Robert Taylor 5-9, 195
senior. Taylor was the Vandals'
leading kick returner in '76 as
he averaged 25.1 yards a return
and was ranked third-in rushing
with 596 yards.
The receiving corps is another
plus for the Vandals this season
with starters, junior Kirk Allen,
Mike ,Hagadone and junior
tight end Rick Mayfield. Allen
and Mayfield ranked one-two "
last season in receiving with 249
and 192 yards respectively.
Also expectedto figure in the
Vandals' passing attaek is
junior wide receiver Kevin
Wilder. Wilder was the leading
receiver in '76.with 64 yards on
eight receptions.
The interior. line hasn't been
very strong since the loss. of
All-American center John Yarno
along with Honorable mention
All-American tackle Wil Over-
gaard. The guard positions are
strongest with starters Joe
Dahlin, 6-3, 236, senior and
Dave Wiggum, 6-4, 240, senior.
The ,tackles arc JC transfers
Nick Mayer, 6-3, 255, junior and
Brian Zimmerman, 6-4, 270,
junior.
Defensively, the Vandals have
changed from the popular 5-2
alignment to a multiple front
four. One of the leaders on the
defensive unit is linebacker
Chris Tormey. Tormey ranked
second 'in defensive statistics
last season. Also in the
Iinebaeking corps are Chris
Eads, Robert Cafferty, and
Chris Frost, who has been
moved from the secondary into a
by Bette Will
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Ph 343-4804
AIR EXEC, '.
"field Hockey returns
from reqlonols 0-3-1
Boise State's women's field.
hockey team finished their 1977
season with a 10-11-5. record.
They returned from NCWSA
Regional Tournament hosted by
Simon Fraser University in
British Columbia with a 0-3-1
tournament record.
'The long trip affected the
team's playing and Boise State
dropped their first two game's.
The young' ladies took on
Oregon College' of Education
Friday, losing by an upsetting
Idaho State. He was the second
leading scorer last season
converting on 24 of 26 point
after attempts and six field
goals for 42 points.
The clash between, Boise State
and Idaho has been named the
"Potato Bowl" by Bronco
headcoach Jim Criner. How will
they fare? Big Sky Champs no
doubt. BSU-37, U of 1,10
British Columbia. Boise State
got tough and played impress-
ively holding British Columbia
to one goal. Boise State was
unable to score themselves, and
lost 1-0. Later on Saturday,
Boise State got even tougher
'and succeeded in battling
'Central Washington to a I-I tie
in their final game of the
'tournament, Elaine Clegg scor-
ing the one goal against Central
Washington. .
TIlUS the ladies on Boise
State's women's field hockey'
team finished their season with
, a respectablf:rccord of 10-11-5.
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY BASKETBALL STUDENT ADMISSION !NFOUMATION
Full-time student must pick up ~ickets in' i1d~ance'for each home basketball game, The maximum
~umber of st-udent tickets availablewill bt 2,000. Each full-time student may pick up one free
ticket with ~is activity card. The activity card and the ticket IIIUStbe presented at the door. for
admission to the game. ' . r. . .'
TIle number of part-time student, student guest and general admission tickets available will' he'
determined by the number of student tickets dispersed. There will be no student tickets dispersed
afte~ tb.e plc~ up deadline. ~tudents wi~hi~~ to obtain tickets after this time may purchase general
admission tickets, depending on availability, ':-;.,
'" .
General admis.sion ticket.s a~~ student ~uest tickets will be sold a't the gymnasium the ;Ii~ht of the
game, depending on avallablh~y. Full-time students may purchase one guest ticketlln~P!1rt-time
students may purchase one ticket only for $1.50. . ':>,
-,
A student spuose activity card, which is good for admission to all regularly scheduied'athletic
events dUrin~ th~ spring semester will be available at the VarsitY'S~nter following spring
sem<:ster registration. The cost of the card will be $7.50. An admission ticket for each game must
be p~cked up for the student spouse card before the deadline date. The student spouse card and
theycket must be shown at the door before admission to the game. A full-time student waives his
option to purchase a guest ticket after he has purchased a studentspouse card .
GlUlleDate
November 29
December 9
December 14
December 21
January 6
January 7
January 20
January 21
February 3
February 4
February 17
February 18
'\ '
Opponent Tlcllets AValilible On' Plcll'Up Deadline
College of GreafFalls November 21,1977' Nov. 23, 3:00 p.m.
SantaBarbara DecemberS, 1977 Dec. Q, 3:00 p.m;
Chico State December 8,1977 Dec. 14,3:00 p.m;
.Oregon State ,December 15,1977 Dec. 21, 3:00 p.m;
Montana State'" January 3, 1978 ,Jan. 6, 3:00 p.m.
'University of Montana'" Ja.huary 3, 1978 Jan 6 3'00, .". p.m.
Idaho State· ' . J'anuary 16, 1978 , Jan. 20, 3:00 p.m.
Utah State January 16, 1978 Jan. 20; 3:00 p.m.
Northern Arizona· January 30, 1978 Feb. 3, 3:00 p.m.
Weber State· January 30, 1978 Feb. 3, 3:00 p'.m.
Idaho· February 13, 1978 Feb. 17,3:00 p.m.
Gonzaga'" Februar):' IJ, 1978" ".,Feb. 17',3:00p.m.
"BIg SIIYCOnference games
T~,_L-----~~-----------------._....,
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BroncocWrest.lersOpen Season Hosting BSU Open
The' Boise State wrestling
team' opens its 1977-78 season
this Friday and Saturday, Nov.
18-19, hosting the first annual
Boise State Open Wrestling
Tournament in the Bronco Gym.
There will _be -no admission
charge.
Representatives from nine
colleges will take part in the
tournament which will have
three sessions. The first session
will be on Friday from 7 p.m, to
U p.m. followed bY'"two
.sessions on Saturday, from 9
. a.rn. to 12 noon and from 1 p.m,
to 4 p.m,
Teams expected to take part
include host Boise State, Brig-
ham Young, Utah State, Utah,
Ricks, Northwest Nazarene, the
College of Idaho, the University
of Oregon and Eastern Washin-
gton. No team champion will be
named, however, team points
will be kept.
"This tournament will give
all the teams entered some very
good competition at the shirt of
l'
1!:l1')77 JOS. SCHUTZ lmEWING co. :.~ILWAUI\EE WIS,
SchiltzParty Kits available to serious .
scholars. Call Siqlindas Beer Person On
, ,-' ,Campus:
RANDyl'~ADAR" BIRKENBINE 377-1411
.._--_._. __ ._._-~._---------_._-_..._---..._----------------------------- ..._--
the season," BSU's head coach champions the opportunity' to
Mike Young said: sec action on the mats. Dave
Chandler and Randy Watson,
both four-time Big Sky champ-
ions, will be in the tournament.
"TIle tourney will be especi-
ally good for the young
wrestlers as they'll get some
great experience," he added.
The matches will- also give
some former Bronco Big Sky
will be entered. Both Needs and
Matthews are student assistants
for coach Young.
~The top entry fromthis year's
BSU team is Boise junior Lou
Grasso who Wail the Big Sky
championship at 167 lbs, last
year.
"
I
i
l
't
Two other two-time league
holders, Steve Needs at 190 lbs,
and Tim Matthews at 177 lbs,
e 0 0 0 e e 0 0 0 9 e e <I e e 0 I) <I 0 " 0 I) 0 0 I) 0 0 Gle 0,.0 I) 0 e 0 0 til I) 0 0 " 0 4) 0 I) 0 I) <> 0
Spaghetti Dinner
Italian Meat Sauce,
Wnrm Dinner T08St, Salad
Present this coupon at any of the
p3rticipating Big Boys in your area.
Ofter good th.ru Nov. 30, 1977. Ona
coupon per customer per visit. .
2 for
$' 29)
••••••• ~ •••••• o••••• ; •••• ,.o••••••••••••••••• o~.~o •• ~ ••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••
#2 Breakfast
2 Eggs, French Toast,
Hash Browns
Present this coupon at any of the
participating-Big Boys in your area.
Offer good thru Nov. 30, 1977. One.
coupon p~r customer per visit.
12 and under, enter BIG BOYS coloring contest.
Details at participating BIG BOYS. .
CD.. CD llVr cmmily
-.DIg -nOJ CR~taurants
500 S. Capitol Blvd.
by Fred Davis Heading up the ball controlling
part of the offense looks to be
Head Basketball Coach Bus much improved over last year,
Connor can be thankful that his as starter Freddie Williams was
team doesn't have to play the quick and showed good passing
Athletes in Action team more skills. He had 5 assists, while
that once a year. Carl Powell carne off the bench
The AlA came into Boise State to chip in with 7, tops for the
'Gymnasium big, fast, and Broncos.
undefeated. and that's just how Both benches played everyine
they left. on the teams, but it was obvious
The AlA useda good fast break from the start, that the Bronco's
and a hot shooting hand to starters would have had a hard
speed to a 46-32 halftime lead time trying to keep up with the
and were never headed after AlA second team, let alone their
that. starters.
Using the lob pass to perfect- Despite the score, Bronco
ion, Brad Hoffman repeatedly mentor Bus Connor wasn't
burned the Broncos and racked " disappointed with the game. He
lip II assists. On the receiving commented on the fact that the
cnd of the passes were Alonzo game gave the coaches a chance
Br.idley (I st round pick of the to sec various players and 'also
Indiana Pacers) and Tim Hall, see what areas the team- would
'.'110 combined for 42 points and need to work
~----~---r;lrl'!\; !Iad to-shootailytIiTi1iibirt~~~;:;;k;~-- ~~~so~ opener against
lay,in';, College of Great Falls.
In :i1i. the AlA played just like Things like turnovers and
'..,'lial ihcv arc, a group of former defending against the backdoor
mlle,:'- .xtl-Amcricuns.. play were tops on the list for
Tii« Emncos looked like they Broncos practices next week.
WCI,';) .cnm looking for the right Even though the' Broncos lost
combination to start the season. be 26 points, don't be discour-
with next week. aged by the play of the BSU
111C BSU team didn't look bad team, and remember that AlA
in places, and stayed with the beat the University of San
AlA from time to time, but size Francisco last year; and has
finally wore the Broncos down. wins over tlie Russian traveling
,'flle Broncos .werc led by team this year. That's some-
four-years starters Steve Connor thing that many of the top-rank-
-and Trent Johnson, who each ed teams in the country would
scored 18 points, and Danny be hard pressed to do 'at any
Jones who scored twelve. time.
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Jepry and Tote finally get down to the biggies
the Greg Pruitts and Johnny
Rogerses of yesteryear, but the
I.M. Hipps and the Elvis
Peacocks are the heroes of
today. Nothing quite this much
fun since the Oklahoma free-for-
all land grabs long ago.
However, history shall tend to
repeat itself.
Okle 27, Nebraska 21
UCLA at Southern Cal:
A bit misplaced in time and ~H\~Iim.lJRlB.'llllI!!!llllIim'l~
place, but it looks like the I ARBITER 1\
Trojans in the Coliseum with a I ~
sacrificial dinner of Christian mi,.:','ell ,II55 IFIE D,S =,Bruins, Please pass the Bromo I!1f1 &J
Seltzer. ' h III
USC 24, UCLA 23 ~ Pone 385-340 1~
Ar~~~:a :l:n~:ilzo~):k~tat~~. the ~E!'mI'~J!lum~lm1Em'J1l~~1
Sunbelt. Could turn into' a 1l1,!' f"T"I-T"Ir:1~ m,','
scorcher of the Sun Devils of j;1 ~ ~ ~
State have a post-game. post- e ADDRESSERS WANTED Im- fl)J'
season Fiesta in mind. ~ mediately! Work at homcono Iilll
. ~SU 34, Arizona 19; experience necessnry.-excellcnt m
Texas Chrlstlun at Baylor: ~ J!!IY. Wr!J~__/1JlI~r:!l;l1ILS~n'ic~, ,.
'[: 0n t rom u ra I, N,0tes J -~l:(;:ll~:ll~:;:l.~VCC~il~r:~- ~:C;'Tf~~~as ~:~as t;~i31.Suite 269, ~
~ A Hetail Statistics textbook and I fJ
a~t.uall~ enjoyed ~t. Get th,e i RETAIL HELP WANTED. Mus. I
ptcturer Oh well, If you don t . I b k d ,I I f 1 ,Th &1'1"
• r.. . I I I mi rca ac groun re p u • e iii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~uren~mls~ngawwe~. ~ M . S 3456571 '
M 'B k tb' R ISh d I Yaaaaaawww\;:;~:n2~', TCU 10 0 USIC tore. -. ~,,,'en s "'as,",e ',' a I He. e 'U ue Arm! vs. Navy at Philadelphia: g rrT'l:"D~l!1,:1~~ ~
HI-Ho. It's the Ground ~ ~~--~_ •• ~ m
Pounders and the Slippery ~ FINANCING AVAILABLE con ~
Squid again in their annual e musical Instruments. The Music IiiI
gn~dge match. For once, Army t;I Store. 1307 S. Orchard. Call ~
looks to corne out on top -- ~ :145-6571. fig
they're ,the only -military team g . ~ llJ
with a, winning record in years. m PA RENTALS AVAILABLE. m
Army 21, Navy 10 Ii.I The Music Store. 1307 S. til
Bo~~:oSy~~~~a:g~~a:;~,s Kibbie !::~~~~~~znm~
by Jerry Richards
and, Tate .Slmmons
The~e~re the biggies, folks.
These' are: the traditional' last-
week; last-minute, last-gasp
games. They' may be few in
number; but 'game for game'
there's "more excitement and
national interest now than
during any other colJege football
week of the season.
Now 'that we;ve convinced
ourselves, you can alJ take a look
and judge' for your own benefit.
By' the by: we'd like to
apologize profoundly for the
unexpected brevity of last
• week's column; even Tate and
.Jerry can fall pr.cy to the
marauding x-acto knife. (As it
turned out, last week's column
was by Tate and Tate . .Jerry
ended up on the cutting room
floor. Various curses and
Tuesday, 22 November
7:00
Ringers vs. No Names
Imbreeds vs. Maier's
8:00
'DeCoys vs. Scrotcs
Feat vs. TVBP
9:00
Bombers vs. Nuts
Hods vs. Weinel:'.
adverse circumstances visited
upon the person responsible,
says Jerry.)
Last week: 2-2 .
Overall: 145-44·2
Percentage: :764
At any rate, the games:
TexnSatTexllS A&M:
The run for the Cotton pits the
Longhorns against the Aggies --
and do you think ,Fred Akers
wants his first season at the
Texas helm to be anything but
undefeated? Bite your tongue.
Texas 35, A&M 14
Arkansas at Texan Tech:
Another SWC game. This
one's not for any bowl games,
though; Tech's not going
anywhere after this week, and
Arkansas is already in for the
Oranges. Pride alone drives the
Razorbacks toward this win --
but the prospect of a nurnbcrS
Monday, 28 November
7:00
,Blazers ys. Machine
Captain vs. Dreams
8:00
K.T.A. vs. Fools
Zaugerts vs. KelJey's
, 9:00
Cowboys vs. Raylettes
, King's vs. Lynx
lastWeek's Resul·ts
Monday, 14 November
Fools 78, Magnum 48
Dream 63, M,achine 6.0'
Blazers 2, Captain 0 <0
Raylettes 80, King's 8
Lynx SO, Zaugerts 47
Cowboys SO, Kelly's 44
TUesday, 15 November
Scrotes 64, Maier's 54
No Names 70, DeCoys 42
Imbreeds 59, Ringers 35
Nuts 40, Weiner 27.
Rods 36, TVBP 26
Bombers 40, Feat 38
Wednesday, 16 November
Boo-FoDs 44, TKE's 21
Kappa,§igma 64, All.S 57 (OT)
Sig Ep's 49, G. Eagles 48
Nickels 2, WalJbangers 0 (1)
Guys 46,Casvals 36
Eagles 61, 6~Packers 54
Standings
LEAGUE A
Fools 3·0
A-2 K"T.A. 2-0 •
Connor's Dreams· 2-1
A-3 Blazers 1-2
B-2 Mean Machine 1-2
• Captain' Pisties }-2
Magnum Force 1·2
LEAGUE B
Cowboys' . 2-0
Lynx' 2'0
Kelly's Heroes 1·1
The Paylettes ',1-1
D Zaugerts 0-2
King's Cowboys 0-2
LEAGUE C
No Names 2-0
Imbre~dsl~l " .
111e DeCoys, r·l'
Fas(RiJiRers: '1·1
,Scrotes ': 1·1
Maier's Fliers 0·2
L.EAGUE D
Curtain Rods 2-0
Bombers l·1
Little Feat I-I
Mixed Nuts 1-1
TVBP I-I
Weiner 0-2
LEAGUE E
Sig Eps 3-0
A·3 Golden Eagles 2,1
Boo-Foos 2-1 '
Kappa Sigma 2-1 ',
A-l-S 0-3'
1;KE's 0:3
LEAGUE F
Eagles 3·0
The Guys 2-1
6-Packcrs 2·1
Campus_ Casvals 1-2
Nickels' 1-2
Wallbangers 0-3
~Rr;AS'ONA8Le KATES ~kITC:i-l t:N~.
~ FAmIly L,{NITS "'*T:v. *COI~F.~R\ABLf*'Nf\v 'JvlANAGt~1LNT~
FOR R~5GRVATloNs-~q.
LIVE MU~)\c.. 8<CJ;,tLj;NT F'ooD'
C.ol)")E As 'You AR~ \=oRA rUN
AfTE-R- 5\<\· fVtNING
UPI ranking doesn't hurt.
Arky 42, Tech 21
Penn State at Pittsburgh:
Another pride match: Penn
State is going to have a fiesta
later on at the expense of some
unlucky WAC champion, and
Pitt's going to chomp Clemson
while the Gator Bowlers watch
on. But back to this week:
Panthers prove last year was no
fluke by taking the Nittanies to
task. Upset Special.
Pitt 28, Penn State 24
Auburn at Alabama:
What stand's in the way of the
'Tide this final week of the
regular season? A group of
Tigers bound to become wet
little kitties after Saturday's
Flood. Need we say more?
'Bama37, Auburn 13
Nebraska at 'Oldahoma:
Wow, what a game! Gone arc
ATTENTION ALL
B~SKETBALL TEAMS!!!
Remember there arc two
sheets to thc schedule. Play
continues til the 7th of Decem-
ber. After that :we be'gin the
playoffs. '
ILL
p.o. ec,x.. 8) )
Dome fortunes were lukewarm
-- 31-31 was the final score. The
difference: this year Idaho's not,
playing a dome dedication
game. Meanwhile, the Broncos
take advantage of the fabled
structure's drainage problems
and flood the city of Moscow.
BSU 38, U ofI 7
,
L~
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